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The Challengers in the race for the Victory!
Challenges in life are to make you know your strength and your ability to come out from obstacle
with grace and unscratched. It makes your more sensitive and inculcates virtue to react with
courage and confidence. Every struggle shapes you as a person of strong willpower who takes

any eventuality with determination and finishes it with a logical conclusion.

INFITEC is a compound word of "Infinite" and "Technoiogy" and it represents that we always seek
new way of thinking to deyelop more advanced products based on our infinite resources and
technologies. Thanks to our highly motivated team spirit and well organized quality management

system, we will be able to continue our commitment to deliver high quality products under best
customer service.
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CHALLENGER MAX RISER [NEW] ^

CHALLENGER MAX is a special edition model for the CHALLENGER RISER with carbon fiber style |
finish. It is constructed of durable 6061 aluminum body structure and a special hard coating

treatment to create attractive carbon weaving pattern and it features dual options for cushion plunger,

highly detailed clicker extension, side to side adjustable limb pocket system for good adaptability

to a wide variety of international fittings limbs. This model has two colors choices of Black

and Gold.

•Ii>

MATERIAL

WEIGHT

LENGTH

TYPE

CHALLENGER MAX RISER

Strong aluminum structure - CNC machined

1,180 g

25"

RH/LH

DETAIL

Adjustable limb pocket system with
new tiller bolt

COLOR OPTIONS

Back

RISERS

www.infitecarchery.com
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CHALLENGER NEO RISER [UPGRADE] ^

Manufactured by computer-aided vacuum technology, CHALLENGER NEO RISER has a solid

aluminum structure with a sleek and smooth body line. Owing to our engineering's repeated test

and performed analysis, the riser gained much improved capability to control the vibration and

stress efficiently while shooting. Features ILF limb alignment pocket, anodized tiller bolt and

specially coated new synthetic wooden grip.

MATERIAL

LENGTH

DETAIL

CHALLENGER NEO RISER

Strong aluminum structure - CNC machined

1,180 g

25"

RH/LH

I

DETAIL

Replaced with anodized tiller bolt Specially coated new synthetic
wooden grip

COLOR OPTIONS

/

B ack Titanium Silver Sliver Yellow White

•aiaaaaaiaias

RISERS

www.infitecarchery.com
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CHALLENGER CARBON LIMBS

CHALLENGER Carbon Limbs are constructed from double layered block type hard maple, premium

high modulus UD carbon and high elastic fiberglass to produce unbelievable power, accuracy and

consistency in your shooting performance. This model comes with INFITEC BOW COVER and

recommended for archers seeking their ultimate potential.

CHALLENGER NEC FIBER LIMBS [UPGRADE] ^

MATERIAL

LENGTHS

I POUNDAGE

CHALLENGER CARBON LIMBS

High Modulus UD carbon,Fiberglass

Hard MapleWood (Block type)

66/68/70"

28 - 46 lbs (in2 lb. increments)

CHALLENGER NEC Fiber Limbs have been refurbished with brighter white graphics.
Produced with double layered hard maple wood and laminated fiberglass and the limp tip section
and inner layout also have been upgraded for maximum durability. Features international fitting
and recommended for intermediate archers or beginners.

m

LIMBS

www.lnfltecarchery.com

MATERIAL

LENGTHS

POUNDAGE

CHALLENGER NEC FIBER LIMBS

Premium Fiberglass

Hard Maple Wood

66/68/70"

18 - 40 lbs (In2 lb. Increments)
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I

TES300 STABILIZER

11

TES300 SHORT

TES300 STABILIZER SYSTEM [UPGRADE]

TES300 Stabilizer has been upgraded by adding newly

developed CRUX DAMPER for more enhanced

dampening feature. As constructed with lightweight and

highly durable Aluminum / Kevlar carbon construction,

it shows excellent performance in absorbing hand-arm

vibration and optimal weight distribution.

This 19.5 mm diameter extra rigid design works great for

both recurve and compound bows.

The luxurious outer carbon weaving pattern remains

unchanged.

TES300 STABILIZER

MATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAIUBLE LENGTHS

COLOR

HighModulus Kevlarcarbon

7075 Aluminum

19.5 mm

26/28/30"

Available In Black only

nn>

MATERIAL

TES300 SHORT

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

COLOR

High Modulus Kevlar carbon

7075 Aluminum

19.5 mm

10/12"

Available In Black only

MATERIAL

TES300 EXTENDER

|oUTSIDE DIAMETER
Available lengths
^^LOR

HighModulus Kevlarcarbon

7075 Aluminum

19.5 mm

4/5/6"

Available In Black only

SECTIONAL DETAIL

High Modulus Kevlar carbon

Extremely rigid 7075 aluminum

S TES300 EXTENDER

STRBILIZERS

www.infitecarchery.com
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Q NEXUS CARBON STABILIZER
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i 0

H NEXUS CARBON SHORT

to

NEXUS CARBON STABILIZER SYSTEM [NEW]

NEXUS Carbon is well balanced 19.5mm full carbon stabilizer.

It is designed to provide reliable performance as guaranteeing

your shooting accuracy with a minimum investment.

The built-in vibration dampening rubber section and stackable

stainless steel weights allow the archer to have a more balanced

and comfortable shooting environment.

This model is produced from 100% high-modulus cross carbon

shaft for the maximum strength.

NEXUS CARBON STABILIZER

MATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAIUBLE LENGTHS

COLORS

High Modulus Cross carbon

19.5 mm

26/28/30"

Blue, Black, Silver, Red

NEXUS CARBON SHORT

MATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

COLORS

High Modulus Cross carbon

19.5 mm

10/12"

Blue, Black, Silver,Red

NEXUS CARBON EXTENDER

^ATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAIUBLE LENGTHS

COLORS

High Modulus Cross carbon

19.5 mm

4/5/6"

Blue, Black, Silver, Red

.DETAIL

S NEXUS CARBON EXTENDER

Bullt-ln vibration dampening system

STRBILIZERS

www.infitecarchery.com
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^ STRBILIZERS

Q CRUX CARBON STABILIZER

S CRUX CARBON SHORT

CRUX STABILIZER SYSTEM [NEW] ^

With a stiff and lightweight 19.5mm diameter high-Modulus

carbon construction, CRUX is a highly versatile mid-range

stabilizer system at excellent price.

It features integral rubber damper and stainless steel end weight.

This model is aimed at fashion-conscious teenagers or young

archers who are always seeking a stylish design in eye -

catching colors. This model is available in Black, White,

Yellow, Orange and Flo Yellow.

CRUX CARBON STABILIZER

MATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

COLORS

High ModulusCarbon

19.5 mm

26/28/30"

Black, White, Yellow, Orange, FloYellow

CRUX CARBON SHORT

MATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

COLORS

High ModulusCarbon

19.5 mm

10/ 12"

Black, White,Yellow, Orange, FloYellow

CRUX CARBON EXTENDER

MATERIAL

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

COLORS

High Modulus Carbon

19.5 mm

4/5/6"

Black, White, Yellow,Orange, Flo Yellow

.DETAIL

S CRUX CARBON EXTENDER

silir,

Rubber damper section and stainless end-weights

STHBILIZERS

www.infitecarchery.com
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NEXUS V-BAR [NEW] ^

Constructed from highly durable one piece premium 6061 aluminum,

NEXUS V-BAR has been optimized to transfer minimal shock and

vibration to the side rods. It includes a taper shaped stainless steel

connecting bolt for attachment to any stabilizer with a 5/16 thread.

COLOR OPTIONS

SIDE WINDER COMPOUND V-BAR ^

MATERIAL

WEIGHT

Back

INFITEC ARCHERY PRODUCT GUIDE 2016-2017

NEXUS V-BAR

Premium 6061 Aluminum

100 g

SIDE WINDER is adjustable single sided V-BAR with adjustable arm,
designed for compounds to offset weight against sight. It holds
5/16-24 single rod and works well for either right or left hand bows.
Features 4 independent locking horizontal and vertical positions.

B ack

Sliver

EAGLE XI SIGHT ^

S MATERIAL

I WEIGHT

|.COLORS

SIDE WINDER COMPOUND V-BAR

Aluminum

120 g

Black, Silver

EAGLE XI Sight is strong lightweight aluminum target sight for beginners.

It features durable 6" composite bar, quick vertical movement with a side locking bolt

and micro windage adjustment with dial type control system.

This model comes with 8-32 windage block.

DETAIL

m

Dual type control system

HCCESSDRIES

www.infitecarchery.com

I5F7CC;
jutatem I

MATERIAL

EAGLE XI SIGHT

APERTURE HOLDER

WEIGHT

LENGHTOF EXTENSION

Frame: Aluminum

Extension: Advanced composite material

8-32

140 g

6"

[Black onl^



CRUX DAMPER [ NEW] ^

CRUX DAMPER
CRUX Damper is a highly versatile vibration absorbing

rubber damper. It is designed to accept the conversion screw

1/4-20 to 5/16-24 to be installed directly to the riser.
I .THREADS MALE 5/16-24 &Male 1/4-20

56 g

COLOR OPTIONS ]

Back Si ver

CRUX RUBBER WEIGHT [NEW] ^

Completely eliminate vibration and noise.

CRUX DAMPER WEIGHT is designed to fit on 3/4" or 5/6" diameter stabilizer.

THREADS

WEGHT

COLORS

CRUX RUBBER WEIGHT

1/4-20 Male / Female Threads

1/4-20 Male/Female

46 g

Black, Red, Blue

CRUX STAINLESS WEIGHT [NEW]

1 3/16" diameter solid stainless steel can be stacked for a custom balanced set up
It comes with various lengths of 1/4-20" Allen set screws

||THREADS
IsiZES

CRUX STAINLESS WEIGHT

1/4-20 Female

1 oz, 2 oz, 4 oz and 7 oz

INFITEC DAMPER ^

INFITEC DAMPER is a 120g lightweight damper with integral

stainless weights. It features a vibration absorbing rubber damper

and 3pieces stainless steel weight system with 5/16-24 thread.

This model is designed to fit on the end of a stabilizer or as a

riser damper.

THREADS

;iLENGTH :
\i\CICHT

INFITEC DAMPER

5/16-24 X 1/4-20 Thread

3"

120 g

r-' T'

RCCESSORIES

www.infitecarchery.com
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NEXUS CUSHION PLUNGER [NEW] ^

NEXUS Cushion Plunger Is all-new top performing pressure button
with a shiny anodlzed aluminum body. A micro-click springtension
adjustment allows for exact setting as desired.

The factory fitted acetal washer Is to prevent possible damage to
your riser and to reduce any unwanted vibration during shooting.

MATERIAL

THREAD SIZE

WEIGHT

INFITEC ARCHERY PRODUCT GUIDE2016-2017

NEXUS CUSHION PLUNGER

Stainless steel / Anodlzed aluminum

5/16-24

30 g

COLOR OPTIONS

Black Si ver

CHALLENGER CUSHION PLUNGER ^

CHALLENGER Cushion Plunger Is a good entry level button

to help you with tuning. It features a Teflon Inner sleeve for

a smooth action with a strong aluminum body and plunger tip.

This button Is tough and durable.

TES 300 ARROW REST

Nice large plunger hole as to enable arrow position with

centre of plunger and the arm has been reduced In length

as for better arrow clearance during the archers shoot.

Silver only

MATERIAL

TYPE

TES 300 ARROW REST

Stainless steel

RH/LH

RCCESSORIES

vvww.lnfltecarchery.com

CHALLENGER CUSHION PLUNGER

MATERIAL Aluminum

THREAD SIZE 5/16-24

COLOR OPTIONS

Black

STRONG ARM REST ^

Sliver

STRONG ARM rest Is durable stick-on plastic rest.

It works well on most wooden bows and features raised

pivot plate and self-adhesive backing.

Black only

STRONG ARM REST

Robust Plastic

RH/LH



INFITEC IRIS-300 SCOPE [NEW] ^

IRIS-300 is top quality29mm target scope with a CNC machined premium 6061 aluminum hosing,
an anti-reflective coated lens. This model has a deeper body to help identify

any torquing in the hand, also allowing the lens to give an overall clearer picture.

It features a smaller size bubble for a modern look and feel.

INFITEC COMPOUND REST

Micro adjustable compound rest comes with good

reinforcement at the outer housing end of blade rotation.

INFITEC COMPOUND REST accepts a universal size of

launcher blade and fully adjustable spring tension.

It features laser-etched lines for micro adjustment and

is supplied with 0.2T, 0.25T, 0.3T launcher blades

and Allen wrench set.

INFITEC BOW STRINGER ^

INFITEC BOW STRINGER

Durable synthetic rubber and Nylon cord

MATERIAL

WEIGHT

LENS D OPTERS

MATERIAL

TYPE

COLOR

INFITEC IRIS-300 SCOPE

Premium 6061 Aluminum

38 g

+0.50/+0.75/+1.00/+1.25

INFITEC COMPOUND REST

Aluminum body / Stainless steel launcher biabe

RH/LH

Black only

DETAIL PETAL

Two hole launcher blade Easy to adjust blade angle

INFITEC BOW SLING ^

INFITEC BOW SLING

MATERIAL NylonPara-Cord

RCCE5SORIES

\mvw.infitecarchery.com
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NEXUS ARROW PULLER [NEW] ^

Produced from soft synthetic rubber, NEXUS Arrow Puller is

ergonomically designed for maximum grip and a comfortable fit.
Works well with all types and sizes of arrow and it includes plastic
snap clip.

ALSO ARM GUARD ^

Produced from durable aluminum/epoxy material, ALSO

Armguard is contoured to fit arm well with two elastic straps which

are quickly adjustable. It is 5 1/2 inches long and available

on five shiny colors.

MATERIAL

WEIGHT

NEXUS ARROW PULLER

Soft synthetic rubber

60 g

COLOR OPTIONS

\ \

Black Blue

i MATERIAL

LENGTH

AL60 ARM GUARD

Aluminum/ Epoxy

51/2"

COLOR OPTIONS

Black

EASY ARM GUARD ^

Soft and flexible plastic ventilated armguard at an affordable price.

Easy Armguard is very comfortable to wear with adjustable elastic

straps and fits just about any arm size.

This model is great for beginners.

MATER AL

LENGTH

COLOR OPTIONS

Black

RCCES50RIE5

www.lnfitecarchery.com

EASYARM GUARD

Flexible plastic

51/2"

VIC et White

Si ver
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INFITEC FLETCHING JIG

Metal-framed and fully collapsible Fletching Jig for improved

portability. INFITEC Fletching Jig is easy to set the angle

at 45 and 18 degree with side pocket pin and the additional

locking system is to eliminate unnecessary movements.

It features chromium-plated clamp with strong magnet

and factory fitted shaft rotating knob for firm and

precise setting.

INFITEC BOW SQUARE ^

*2
MATERIAL

WEIGHT

z\mm^=s=im

INFITEC FLETCHING JIG

Aluminum

600 g

.DETAIL

I

Rotating knob for precise setting

DETAL

Fullycollapsible for portable design.

In a durablealuminum construction, INFITEC BOW SQUARE features a laser-etched precision metric
and imperial scale for measurements. This useful tool is for measuring brace height, tiller and
nock position.

COLOR OPTIONS

INFITEC BOW SQUARE

MATERIAL Anodized aluminum construction

Black

RCCESSORIES

www.infitecarchery.com
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INFITEC BOW STAND

As a simple and lightweight aluminum bow stand, INFITEC Bow Stand is fuily

coliapsibie and compact size frame for easy storage. It has a specially designed
grip hoider section to fix riser grip very tightly to prevent slippage or damage to

your recurve riser. Accordingiy, the string hoider on the main frame is not required.

Please try out this simpie but marvelous and practical bow stand.

CRUX COIVIPOUND STAND [NEW]

Made from impact resistant composite materiai, CRUX

Compound Stand is very lightweight, durabie, and

innovatively designed compound bow stand.

It holds the most compound bows regardless

of limbs type and size securely when used

in conjunction with iong rod.

It features a rubber section for the improved

stability and iimb protection.

INFITEC SIGHT PIN (Round type)

MATERIAL

THREAD SIZE

O

INFITEC SIGHT PIN(Round type)

Housing- Aluminum / Rod- Stainless steel

8-32, 10-32 (Length:3")

1«H>

IMATERIAL

IHEIGHT
IWEIGHT

INFITEC BOW STAND

Aluminum

15"

180 g

COLOR OPT ONS

V
V

Silver

Black

JMy CRUX COMPOUND STAND

INFITEC SIGHT PIN (Square type) ^

G>

MATERIAL

y.WREADSIZE

INFITEC SIGHT PIN(Square type)

Housing- Aluminum / Rod- Stainless steel

8-32, 10-32 (Length: 3")

f RCCESSORIES
www.infitecarchery.com
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CHALLENGER QUIVER ^

Fashionably designed 18 inch long target QUIVER.

CHALLENGER Quiver features three arrow tubes in different lengths

to provide for perfect arrow separation, two zippered outer pockets
for accessories and a bow square slot.

Black

STARTER QUIVER ^

STARTER Quiver is simply designed two-tube quiver for recreation

or practice. It features convenient belt clip and reversible for

RH and LH archer

\

Black

MATER AL

LENGTH

TYPE

I MATERIAL
jj^GTH

CHALLENGER QUIVER

Heavy duty polyesterfabric

18"

RH/LH

STARTER QUIVER

Polyester, PVC coated fabric

16 1/2"

V

nCCESSORIES

www.infitecarchery.com



INFITEC CHEST GUARD ^

INFITEC Chest Guard is a breathableair-mesh construction.
This double layered nylon mesh fabric provides added strength
as well as good protection. It comfortably fits your chest with
quick adjustable strap and buckle closure.

There are also additional adjustment points for a better

custom fitting.

B ack

|_TYPE

MATERIAL

SIZES

INFITEC ARCHERY PRODUCT GUIDE 2016-2017

INFITEC CHEST GUARD

Nylon meshfabric(Double layered)

S/M/L/XL

RH/LH

INFITEC BOW COVER [NEW]

Produced from water-proof Cordura material, the sleeves

are lined with internal padding to prevent your limbs from

accidental scratching during transportation and storage.

New Horizon for Archery Mechanism

ARCHERY

INFITEC BOW COVER

MATERIAL

POUNDAGE

Waterproof Cordura

Riser Sleeve: 27.5" x 5.5" (Max)

LimbSleeve: 27" x 2.5" taper down to 1 3/4"

DNFUTEC

INFITEC SIGHT BAG ^

A neatly designed soft bag for keeping your sight and accessories.

INFITEC Sight Bag is produced with a sturdy nylon cover and

lined with soft padding for added protection and features an internal

accessory pocket, Velcro fastening straps and elastic loops for tools

and sight pins. Outer zippered pocket allows for storage of

additional accessories.

INFITEC SIGHT BAG

MATERIAL

INTERIOR DIMENSION

CASE WEIGHT

RCCESSORIES

Heavyduty Nylon

4"x3"x 1.5"

260 g

wvvw.infitecarchery.com



CHALLENGER BACK PACK ^

INFITEC Challenger Backpack provides a convenient travel option for
a complete set of takedown recurve bow up to 25". It features an
Inner tube pocket to accept any standard size of telescopic arrow tube.
The main compartment Includes a securely fastened detachable limbs
and riser pocket measures 25" x6.5". This Is zippered and fully padded
to protect most types of recurve riser and limbs.
The outer pocket segment features a number of smaller accessory
pockets to organize your equipment and tools. This backpack Is
finished with full adjustable shock absorbing shoulder straps and
side handle for convenient carrying.

-EL'j

MATERIAL

SIZE

IWIIGHT

CHALLENGER BACK PACK

Waterproof Cordura

25"X 13"X 6"

1.9 kg

COLOR OPTIONS

B ack

INFITEC ABS BOW CASE ^

INFITEC ABS BOW CASE Is perfect to safely carry and store your riser and limbs of any recurve bow and accessories.
This hard-shell ABS case Is loaded with features and ensures your bow and equipment remains protected at
all times with pre-cut foam padding throughout the case. It features afull zip closure and 8multi-sized pockets,
24-arrow holder and plenty of padding to store your accessories and tools well organized. Aretractable top handle,
side handle, built-in urethane wheels offer exceptional mobility for comfortable transporting.

Imaterial

INFITEC ABS BOW CASE

ABS plastic

|siZE (W/L/H In Inch) 35" X15" X7.5"
f CASE WEIGHT 5.18 kg

COLOR OPTIONS

Black
Silver

mmi

tqCCESSORIES
~www.infltecarchery.com
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INFITEC is acompound word of "Infinite" and "technology" and it represents
that we always seek new ways of developing more advanced quality products based
on our resources - Infinite technology.
To support our team spirit, the rigorous quality management system is in place to
ensure our product quality and we are committed to continue to grow our product
lines under customer-oriented service policy

Tel. +8231 987-9167 / FAX. +8231-997-2537 / Email: rafitec@unitel.co.kr
WWW. INFITECAHCHEFIY.CaM


